Individual cell recognition is a relevant task to be accomplished when single−ion microbeam irradiations
Introduction
Ionizing radiation exposures of humans at protection dose levels (on Earth or in space) involve mainly isolated char− ged particle tracks, which strike individual cells. Recent development of specialized accelerator−based microbeam irradiation techniques [1, 2] offers a unique tool to mimic such a dose level, allowing the irradiation of cells individu− ally with micrometer precision and with a preset number of counted charged particles, down to one particle per cell. In such a way low−dose genomic damage and its consequences in individual mammalian cells in vitro can be investigated as a function of radiation quality (different particles with different energies).
At the single−ion microbeam facility installed at the 7−MV Van de Graaff CN accelerator of the INFN−Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro (INFN−LNL), a phase−contrast optical microscope coupled with a grayscale camera is used for cell visualization, without using of any cell dye [3] . The phase contrast microscopy (introduced by Zenirke in the 1930's) exploits the light phase shift due to the traversal of objects with even small differences in density and then in refractive index, allowing viewing of unstained living cells and of their intracellular structures and overcoming the limits of both the optical bright−field microscopy (where cells appear almost fully transparent) and the fluorescence microscopy (where the use of staining and dyes may affect the cells).
The cells to be irradiated are seeded in the specially designed holder, a stainless steel Petri−dish (7 cm in diame− ter, cell chamber 20 μm in height), having bottom and top of mylar films (6−μm thickness), see Fig. 1 .
This holder guarantees to keep mammalian cells in wet and sterile conditions as well as the sample transparency for observation under microscope and the passage of ions through the sample during irradiations. In particular, Chi− nese hamster V79 cells, chosen as a biological system for microbeam investigation, are grown as a monolayer atta− ched to the mylar foil used as bottom of the cell−holder. Before performing targeted irradiations, sample is scanned automatically under the microscope and cells are identified by eye by the operator. When all cells to be irradiated are recognized, their coordinates are logged, the sample is mo− ved from the microscope to the beam and then all the cells or just a few of them, depending on the aim of the specific experiment, are irradiated one−by−one. A special software, CELLView [4] , developed using LabView 6.0 package, is used to control all phases of irradiation protocol: cell ima− ge acquisition, cell coordinates logging, sample move− ment, and cell positioning on the ion−beam. Manual recog− nition of unstained cells, performed by the operator by eye, is a time consuming procedure because of the large area of the sample to be scanned and in some cases (high cell popu− lation density) it turns out to be unpractical. The sample images together with 'true'' cells contain additional objects, coming from the mylar structure or from the cul− ture medium, which should be considered as artifacts dur− ing the recognition procedure. As a further difficulty, V79 cells can have various shapes depending on how they attach to the mylar surface, which phase of the cell cycle they are in and on the cell density. The latter may also pro− duce overlapping of some cells to be discriminated (Fig. 2 ). An automated cell recognition system was deve− loped in order to speed−up this crucial step of the irradiation protocol and increase the number of cells that can be irradiated during an accelerator run.
Many approaches to the cell body detection task were proposed in the past. When cells are stained, a simple bi− narisation with morphological processing, such as opening, closing, edge detection and distance function filter is suffi− cient to obtain marker points that define a reference (i.e. cell center) [5] . This geometric approach is very fast and reliable when the background is easily separable from objects and can be used also with unstained living cells growing on a clean, uniform and background−less substrate (like plastic or glass) [6] . Alternative approach is to use generalized Hough transform to detect circles or other defined shapes in the image [7] . This idea is acceptable only when the body to be detected (in this case, cells) have known shape and is eas− ily separable from the background. A mixed approach was presented recently, using bright−field image segmented by active contours together with fluorescent image of stained cells to obtain starting markers for the segmentation [8] .
In the case considered here, cells, such as V79 cells, dif− fer not only in shape but also in texture, they are placed between two mylar foils, background is full of small arti− facts that have texture similar to cell bodies and image con− trast and focus may change in local regions because of the mylar stretch. Therefore, geometric methods appear not ap− propriate or do not work with images in our interest for the INFN−LNL single−ion microbeam facility and an approach based on texture segmentation with supervised training has been conceived and developed. The approach presented here is flexible and was successfully tested also with other cell image conditions, such as cell cultures grown on plastic. In the following sections, the main features of this approach are delineated.
Cell body detection and recognition
Before performing the recognition of cells in experimental conditions, gray−scale images were captured and three classes of regions of interest (ROIs) were defined on them by spots: background, cell edge, and the cell inner body part. ROIs belonging to these three classes were selected and extracted manually on a sufficient number of learning images. They were classified by an expert operator (see Fig. 3 ). For each spot, texture features were calculated and they were fed as training input vector to the classifier. Requested classifier's output was defined by the correspon− ding class of each spot. The supervised training was per− formed on prepared dataset. Several processing algorithms were tested to find the best separation accuracy of cells and background texture. 
Texture features
The same set of statistics is calculated for gradient fea− tures as for histogram, l from extracted region, the co−occurrence matrix is calcu− lated. It can be defined [9] as the matrix of associated frequencies P m n d , ( , ) q , where two neighbouring pixels, separated by distance d and angle q, occur with gray level m and n [9] . Directions from 1 to 5 pixels are calcu− lated in 8 angles (see as an example Fig. 4) . 
K pixels with gray level i N = 1, , K continue in the same direction [10] . Image intensity is reduced to 6−bits only and run−lengths are calculated for 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°.
Short Runs Emphasis
l statistical features computed on accumulator matrix from Hough−Transform lines detection algorithm [11] . These include: mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, en− tropy and number of detected lines with threshold set to mean value from the accumulator.
Other common feature attributes were evaluated (based on wavelets, etc.), however, their computation time was too long to fit into our experimental requirements and were not used in this study. The recognition time is very important parameter in our experiments, thus some well established algorithms are not appropriate for this solution.
Before any additional calculations, all feature vectors are normalized. Supplementary, processed feature vectors are modified by dimensionality reduction algorithms and finally obtained vectors with corresponding class number are inserted to the classifier. Supervised training is per− formed (see Sect. 2.6 and 2.8). can be interpreted as a low−resolution version of the cap− tured picture: width, height and intensity is reduced, and more importantly, some amount of the image noise is eli− minated by the classifier. This simplified image is then processed morphologi− cally (by applying modal, erosion and closing filters) and potential cell markers [ Fig. 5(c) ] for the segmentation algo− rithm are obtained. A region−growing algorithm, in this case watershed with markers on the original gradient image is applied [ Fig. 5(d) ] [12] . Regions start growing from detec− ted "inner−cell" together with "background" points and ge− nerally meet in intersections of cells, background or the cell body. This approach can lead to over−segmentation. When the cell body area is split by regions inside, additional join− ing and classification of detected boundaries is still ne− cessary.
Detection and segmentation

Shape classification and segments joining
Objects from learning images are first qualified by the oper− ator. When necessary, over−segmented objects are joined manually. To perform supervised training, objects are ex− tracted from the image and their shape features are cal− culated: l simple shape features, such as height, width, perimeter, volume (area size occupied by objects), l major axis length: the distance between two points of the longest line drawn through the object, l minor axis length: the distance between two points of the longest line drawn through the object, perpendicular to the major axis, 
Additionally, depending on the aim of performed accu− racy tests, texture features within segmented objects are computed: histogram, gradient, run length matrix, and co− −occurrence matrix features. For all feature vectors from learning set, also normalization is performed.
Processed shape feature vectors and defined classes, "cell body" or "not cell body", are presented to the addi− tional classifier.
During recognition, shape features of combinations of connected objects within each detected continous region are calculated. The obtained combination is considered as a reco− gnized cell when a new region constructed from all con− nected objects from this combination is classified as a "cell body" by the classifier and the area size occupied by these objects is higher than from all other combinations with a posi− tive classification result. In such a case, all connected objects from this combination are extracted from the original continous region, this combination is marked as a "detected cell", and the operation is repeated until all remaining combi− nations are classified as "not cell body" (see algorithm flow diagram in Fig. 8 ). Note that single segment not connected to others is considered also as a continous region. For practical reasons, not all combinations are considered for segments joining and before any calculation of shape features, some criteria is applied to filter out objects and combinations that are for sure not cells (for example by thresholding combined region size). Such an approach appears more appropriate in the application described here, rather than calculation of seg− ments similarity, because of presence (in this case) of the my− lar grains that can be located also on the cell body and can af− fect the relationship decision. The task of discrimination which segments have to be joined depends on the classifier's accuracy and proper recognition of favored cell shape helps in correct segments joining.
Cell coordinates
For each recognized cell, the largest inscribed circle (Fig. 6 ) is calculated. The Voronoi diagram divides a plane with N defined points into convex polygons such that every poly− gon contains exactly one defined point and every point in a given polygon is closer to this defined point than to any other [13] . Cell shape is approximated and centers of circles are found in intersections of Voronoi edges. The algorithm compares all these circles to find the maximum. Circle centers define the points (X,Y), with respect to an appropriate reference marker, where the irradiation should be performed. It seems that the center of the largest inscri− bed circle approximates position of cell nucleus much better than commonly used intersection of major and minor axes or the centroid, which in worst case can even be located out− side the cell (Fig. 7) .
These coordinate points are passed to the CELLView program which drives the positioning of each individual cell in front of the beam for the irradiation (see a flow diagram in Fig. 8 ) [4] .
Feature selection
The feature selection problem can be defined as finding re− levance of each feature or features to the whole dataset. Not all calculated features (see Sect. 4) are adequate. Some of them can be redundant, so it is not necessary to re−calculate such features, some can generate worse classification accu− racy result or not improve it (these features should be removed from features vector). The calculation speed is important factor in case of automated cells recognition for irradiation purposes, as the accelerator time is limited. By adding not relevant features, the recognition speed can be decreased dramatically. Also, irrelevant features may lead to overfitting of the classifier. Proper selecting of features for the dataset is not easy, as in principle all combinations should be considered to find the best subset. In our study we checked this greedy approach, and all combinations up to five features on reduced dataset were tested to compare with known feature reduction algorithms. Obtained results con− firmed that selected combination of features is crucial, for example classification accuracy of 6 features obtained from "forward selection" algorithm was comparable to four fea− tures selected by testing all combinations. Obviously, selec− tion by testing all combinations of features is not possible, as the calculation time increases exponentially (even up to hundreds of years). Finally, algorithm based on individual predictive ability of each feature with the degree of redun− dancy between them was selected [14] . As it can be seen in results section, feature selection lowered overall recognition accuracy in most cases, however, this reduction was accep− table considering eligible increase in speed. 
Dimensionality reduction
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Independent components analysis (ICA)
Assume to observe n linear mixtures x x n 1 , , K of n inde− pendent components that have nongaussian distributions Hyvärinen proposed an algorithm to perform this calculation, FastICA [16] . ICA originally was developed for "blind source separation" and seeks directions that are most statistically independent, exhibiting high va− riances of patterns. Number of features is not decreased, but the coordinate system is modified giving a clustered structure and this fact is known to increase accuracy in some cases [17] . We observed, however, that independent components analysis was not improving the efficiency in our experiments, additionally slowing down the whole calculation process.
Adapted classifiers
Processed feature vectors are inserted to the classifier to per− form supervised training. Selection of the classifier is cru− cial, considering that not only the accuracy can change, but also speed of learning and recognition processes. Four clas− sifiers have been evaluated in this research to find one that fits best in our experimental requirements: l artificial feed−forward neural network with back−propa− gation learning (Multilayer Perceptron, MLP) [18] . To perform parallel learning, a batch training was imple− mented (gradient descent). Input dataset is split among worker nodes and each node calculates its part of the contribution to overall gradient. Topology of the net is selected empirically on the basis of performed tests (learning speed and accuracy). Two fully connected hid− den layers with 96 and 44 neurons, respectively, are enough to achieve learning error below10 4 -. The neural net is known to properly learn non−linear solutions on ill−defined problems, but the training procedure beco− mes slow on large datasets, l fuzzy adaptive resonance theory map (ARTMAP) was originally introduced by Carpenter and Grossberg [19] . A simplified version of this algorithm was implemented [20] . , where r x R N Î rep− resents input space and y Î -{ , } 11 represents both classes, is mapped into feature space in which the mapped train− ing examples are linearly separable. Divided space can be used for classification of new data objects and the best separation is achieved by a hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training points of both classes. Generally speaking, maximize Algorithm adapts an idea of tree induction methods and linear models for classifica− tion problems, i.e., trees that contain linear regression functions at the leaves, but using logistic regression in− stead of linear regression. A stagewise fitting process is used to construct the logistic regression models that can select relevant attributes in the data [23] . Different combinations of texture feature attributes, selection of further processing and association with classifi− ers were tested in this study to find out optimal speed and accuracy ratio (see Sect. 4).
Cell recognition system
Main calculations are executed on the cluster of machines (C++ with MPI library). Client acting as a GUI to perform control of learning, detection, segmentation and classifica− tion processes for compatibility reasons was implemented in Java. Win32 DLL was implemented to create connection from LabView to the head node of the cluster during the online experiment via the TCP/IP protocol. Head node exe− cutes all calculations and behaves as a connector for the LabView, Java GUI, and the database. Every worker node calculates only its own part of the whole data set. During on−line recognition, ROIs and shapes are spread among worker nodes for parallel classification (Fig. 9) .
Average time to perform textures classification of 15470 ROIs with 20×20 pixels window size was 9.5 s for 10 machines (Intel Xeon 2.4GHz HyperThreading, 4750 bogo− mips, 19 workers).
Scalable linear algebra package (ScaLAPACK) [24] ) was used for some distributed calculations at learning stage, firmly modified LibSVM [25] with parallel grid search and a library call to Matlab [26] for additional calculations.
Algorithm time complexity depends on the image resolu− tion and amount of detected segments to be joined (this corre− sponds to amount of cells in the image). Classification of pi− xels is the most critical part of the algorithm speed. In this step, a window is slided through image pixels and for each extracted region texture features are calculated. Then, texture features are treated by algorithms such as SVD and finally classification is performed by the classifier. To accelerate this step, often ROI is selected (automatically or manually), and for example areas outside Petri−dish are skipped.
Results and discussion
Images from the phase−contrast microscope of the INFN− −LNL microbeam facility have been collected during two days of data acquisition, light intensity and focus conditions were slightly different from day by day, because of the mylar stretch of the cell holder (see Fig. 11 ).
They were captured by the JVC TK−C1481BEG camera, 544×500 pixels interlaced, 8 bits grayscale. De−interlace fil− ter was applied directly after capture, before any additional processing. Typical mylar grain structure size is around 13 pixels, so selected window was slightly bigger, 16×16 pi− xels (see Fig. 12 ). For accuracy testing purposes, rectangular ROIs repre− senting cell and not−cell textures together with cell shapes have been extracted from the image and they have been classified manually by the operator. Different results based on texture and shape features together with various classifi− ers and feature or dimensionality reduction are presented in Tables 1-3 to give the reader an idea about complexity of images with cells on the mylar surface: accuracy, false−ne− gatives ratio (fnr), false−positives ratio (fpr). Data in tables is presented for all features, features after PCA and after fea− ture reduction, for different classifiers. Dataset was split to obtain learning (25%) and testing (75%) data for classifiers. For the SVM classifier with RBF and Wavelet kernel a grid search with 5−fold cross validation on learning datasets was performed to find kernel function parameters. As a refe− rence, a classical sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm [27] for training SVM and logistic model trees (LMT) classifier [23] was tested.
Opto−Electron. Rev., 19, no. 3, 2011 M. Skoczylas 315 Fig. 11 . Differences in the image light intensity and focus, mainly due to differences in the mylar stretch of the cell holder (see the text). Additional check of classifiers' accuracy was performed in such a way, on learning dataset, dimensionality reduction by SVD was performed and resulting dataset was inserted into the classifier. For testing purposes, the same V k t SVD matrix and normalization factors calculated in learning stage were used, testing dataset was modified and each clas− sifier's accuracy was obtained. In the next iteration step, one least important component was removed and a procedure was repeated for reduced datasets. Table 3 shows classifi− cation accuracy after selecting some combinations of fea− tures. Because of limited time, only combinations up to four features were examined. Classification accuracy after a "forward selection" algorithm is presented in Table 4 . tions presented in these three tables were performed on a reduced dataset. Method of selecting features by searching for best combinations has better accuracy than "forward selection", but the calculation time increases exponentially with the number of features and obviously is not acceptable in real−life usage. Algorithm of unstained cells recognition presented here was successfully tested in experimental conditions [28] and some parameters were tweaked, in particular: capturing images of petri−dish, sending captured image to the recogni− tion system, running parallel recognition algorithm on the cluster, sending results of the recognition to the control machine, positioning cell body to center of all "detected" cells. Additionally, a procedure to calibrate the recognition system with two different microscope objectives was devel− oped. We observed that the mylar structure was different than in our previous measurements. Only five images were defined manually at the beginning of the experiment and were used as learning images for two classifiers (for textures and shapes). Main calculations were executed on the cluster of machines. During online recognition, ROIs and shapes were spread among worker nodes for parallel classification. Average time to perform whole recognition procedure was 10-12 seconds for each captured image of Petri dish space (using the INFN−LNL cluster of machines).
Conclusions
Unstained cells are very hard to be recognised, especially when confounding objects and not clean background feature the acquired image. Supervised training of the classifier helps to qualify small parts of the image, providing addi− tional information for the segmentation algorithm. At pres− ent, the classification is not optimized and the operator has to perform additional revision of cells coordinates (see Fig. 15 ).
Presented procedure can speed up the irradiation process and shows promising feature towards a completely auto− mated unstained cell recognition system. Further improve− ments are in progress.
